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About This Content

With often varying conditions at each starting point (typically comprising of dry tarmac, wet tarmac, snow, and ice, sometimes
all in a single stage of the rally), The Monte Carlo Rally will challenge every aspect of your driving ability, and push your

driving skills to the limit.
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2 things:

1) I wanted to know how this thing worked.

2) I want more friends that play racing games.. The game in it's current form is not good.
It has so many downsides : no music adjustments, bad aim controls, bugged face animations, touch polygons to press E to
activae stuff, Immortal mutants and generic story elements.
 It's kinda like doing a lot of things bad (shoot, sneak, beat'em, "puzzle", story) instead of a single thing good.. A real page
turner.
Well worth the $11.99 for seasons 2-5.
Can't wait for Episode 4.. Dead Exit i played now 2.8hrs on it i and i enjoy it. for a card game that really goes quick sure for
granted i only played single player and trying to get my friends to play this game and to go on Multiplayer. I'm looking foward
for much more down the road and see how things pick up what i think it will.
Time is everything in Dead exit, finding a good plan how to do things and taking the win to make it out alive.

so if you want a zombie post-apocalyptic survival card game this is ione to pick up. Hunter:
Shotgunspam
AR Spam
Invisability
Turretspam
Minespam
Camping bodies
=Profit

Runner:
Four friends in discord cordinating perfecctly

= Profit

Basically. Any questions? No? Cool.
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Change the sensitivity and there you go! You can play this forever :D

. so much crash I have :( mission take so long to complete and in the last...CRASH ! :( many many time. I have mixed opinions
about this one. While I'm a big enthusiast of games with a pirate theme, this one somehow disappointed me throughout the way.
Well, don't get me wrong, the game is enjoyable and everything, to a certain extent, of course...

That said, where should I begin? Ok, I won't say anything about the graphics, especially because I've played Pixel Piracy before,
and at least for me, that's definitely not something that can spoil a good game. The music gets old quickly, and the sound effects
are ok. As for the gameplay itself, I thought somehow weird to play with a mouse + keyboard combo (didn't really try a
gamepad though). Ah well, anyway, you get used to it. As for the story... Yeah, in my opinion, that's where the game drops the
ball. There's not really something to keep you motivated to play, as it's basically just a whole lot of grinding and repetitive
quests. After you unlock all the achievements, eventually you get to ask yourself: "What about now?", and that's when you
uninstall the game.

So, overall, if you're looking for a game with a fair price, in order to kill some time, unlock all the possible achievements
without much hindrance etc... I'd recommend it to you. Otherwise... Well, don't expect much from it. I'd say that it's like a one
night stand: Enjoy it while it lasts. TRAAASSHHHH. BEST GAME EVER <3
Formidable music, astounding and refreshing gameplay for a Shoot'em up. Amazing story.
You guys have to make much more games! :D. Recommended.
Good point&click adventure game.
I can be short but good enough.
Good graphics, story... Interesting puzzles. Original.
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